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France at the beginning of the war—bristling along that
spine of mountains which dominates the approaches to both
sides of the island, enemy forces could be held off at least
until help arrived from elsewhere. Batteries in the 4,000-
5,000 ft* high New Caledonian mountain range would be
out of range of enemy naval guns, a-nd could be so placed as
to present an impossible target to enemy bombers.
Australian naval units and a few squadrons of Australian
'reconnaissance and bombing 'planes based in New Caledonian
waters would be as welcome as the flowers in spring to the
great majority of New Caledonians. Fear of invasion is a
real thing to them, particularly in view of the fate of Indo-
China. They have a right to know to what extent they can
rely on Australian protection, and how effective that pro-
tection will be. To satisfy this demand no military secrets
need be revealed. Many of the mistakes made so far in this
war have been made because some tight-lipped authorities
with supreme contempt for the people's legitimate rights
refused to take them into their confidence. The Battle of
Britain and the fighting in China and Russia have proved
that when the people know they have solid support behind
them and are taken into the government's confidence, their
resistance is increased ten-fold.
As far as economics are concerned, Australia and New
Caledonia seem each to be the complement of the other.
Despite the artificial restrictions that the Quai d'Orsay put
in the way of trade between the two countries, a considerably
amount of trade has developed because of stark necessity.
The all-powerful Societe le Nickel had to have cokl for its
nickel smelting plant, and no difficulties were placed in the
way of importing coal from Newcastle- It was different
when the people wanted their bread and butter to come from
Australia also. Heavy duties forced them to buy their flour
from France, and much of their butter, too.
Now many of these artificial barriers have been removed
and a healthy trade is beginning to develop. New Caledonia
needs our foodstuffs, our butter, flour, preserved fruits, jams
and tinned goods. Above all, she needs our coal. We need

